Abstract--This paper presents an algorithm generating inverse element over finite fields GF(3 m ), and constructing method of inverse element generator based on inverse element generating algorithm. An inverse computing method of an element over GF(3 m ) which corresponds to a polynomial over GF(3 m ) with order less than equal to m-1. Here, the computation is based on multiplication, square and cube method derived from the mathematics properties over finite fields.
Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION
In recently, many digital logic system and computer systems are required to process more data and high efficiency. [1] [2] [3] [4] Specially arithmetic relation is require more high speed and efficiency. The advanced arithmetic operation is analyzed easily using by finite fields. [5] [6] [7] [8] In this paper, we propose the high efficiency inverse element generator over finite fields. This paper's organization is as following. In Section 2, we propose the multiplication, square and cube algorithm based on finite field mathematical properties. In section 3, we discuss of inverse element generation algorithm over GF (3 m ). And in section 4, we construct an inverse element generator based on section 3's algorithm. Finally in section 5, we summary our inverse element generator over finite fields, also we prospect future research fields.
II. MULTIPLICATION, SQUARE AND CUBE ALGORITHM OVER FINITE FIELDS

Mathematical Properties of Finite Fields
In this section, we review the important mathematical properties of finite fields, these mathematical properties used in build up this paper.
Any other mathematical properties except these mathematical properties refer to references [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Finite fields is defined by any prime number P and integer m, namely GF(P m ). In generally finite fields is organized by 5-tuple {S,+,·,0,1}, where S is set of elements, + and · are binary operation over S, 0 and 1 are each identity element for addition and multiplication arithmetic operation.
Also finite fields are classified into ground fields GF(P) and extension fields GF(P m ). The number of elements over ground fields GF(P), P is the prime number more than 1, are {0,1,2,……,P-1}.
The important mathematical properties over finite fields are as following.
[MP1] for α∈GF(P 
The elements in GF(P 
Algorithm of multiplication and square over GF(
m elements and we represented this with set is as following expression (1) .
Then, for more than m degree term, we can represent degree m-1 polynomial using mod F(X) arithmetic that used by primitive polynomial F(X).
Therefore arbitrary element over GF (3 m ) can represent as following.
(2) where, a i ∈GF(3) and i=0,1,2, …… , m-1.
On the other hand, α is a root of primitive polynomial, therefore α m is equal to following equation (3), where + is 
Therefore, we can represent element over GF (3 m ) into polynomial α of maximum m-1 degree, it is as following. 
We consecutive multiply expression (4), generate maximum degree α 2m-2 , we mod F(X) from α 2m-2 to α m , we can obtain following expression.
where, multiplication and addition are mod3 product and mod3 addition.
In case of square, e1 equal e2, expression (5) is represented by expression (6).
Therefore, we can use construct the square generator using multiplier.
Method of cube multiplication over GF(3 m ) According to mathematical properties [MP2], (a+b)
3 =a 3 +b 3 , and a 3 =a, b 3 =b. Therefore, cube for anyone element e over GF (3 m ) is represented by equation (7) e
where, P j =a j in case of j=3i, P j =0 in case of j=3i+1 and j=3i+2, and i=0,1, ……, m-1.
That reason is as following. For example, we obtain cube for any element over GF (3 4 ). Let any element over GF (3 4 ) is e, we can represent it as following. e= a 3 α 3 + a 2 α 2 +a 1 α + a 0 where, a i ∈GF (3) and i=0,1,2 Next, we select F(X)=X 4 +X+2 for polynomial F(X). And, we obtain cube as following. 
Ⅲ. ALGORITHM OF INVERSE ELEMENT GENERATION
In this section, we discuss algorithm of inverse element generation over GF (3 m ). Let e is any one element over GF (3 m ), then its inverse element e -1 is as following equation (1).
(1) where, Ψ=a m Also, above inverse element is represented by triple product of 3.
The following is algorithm of inverse element generation over GF (3 m ), and the fig. 3-1 depicted algorithm. [Algorithm] STEP 1 : Accept any element e over GF(3 m ). STEP 2 : Obtain result for power of element e. STEP 3 : Cube product result after Step2 or Step 5. STEP 4 : If it (m-1) times triple product do, go to Step 6. STEP 5 : Product result of Step 3 with e, then go to Step 3. STEP 6 : Product result of Step 4 with e. STEP 7 : The inverse element e -1 is result of Step 6. 
Ⅳ. UNIVERSAL INVERSE ELEMENT GENERATOR
In this section, we discuss constructing the universal inverse element generator over GF (3 m ). The block diagram of universal inverse element generator over GF (3 m ) is as following fig. 1 . As shown fig. 2 , the universal inverse element generator was constructed with multiplier, square multiplier, cube multiplier. Also, the cell of multiplier, square multiplier and cube multiplier are fig.3 (a), fig.3 (b) and fig. 3 (c) . The multiplier over GF (3 m ) is shown in fig. 4 . The multiplier's characteristics don't change according to increase m or changing irreducible polynomial.
Also, if two input of multiplier, then multiplier is square multiplier.
The cube multiplier is shown as fig.5 . In fig.5 , the cube multiplier's basic type is same as multiplier, and then inputted element transferred into mod processing part without multiplication processing.
Ⅴ. CONCLUSION
This paper propose a method of constructing the inverse element generation and inverse element generator over finite fields GF (3 m ). The proposed inverse element generator was constructed by serial processing multiplier type.
A method computing inverse of an element over GF (3 m ) which corresponds to a polynomial over GF(3 m ) with order less than equal to m-1.
Here, the computation is based on multiplication, square and cube method derived from the mathematics properties over finite fields.
Future research was required to advanced inverse element generator, then we are able to constructing the divider over finite fields.
For the future, we prospect constructing four basic arithmetic operation unit systems(AOUS) over finite fields.
Then we obtain the arithmetic system that process the other future research is construct the logical unit that process the shift, rotate and complement and so on.
If above future research is establish, we implement the arithmetic and logical unit(ALU) of high efficiency computer ALU architecture based on embedded system
